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WHAT IS ORQA?
Simple, transparent and clean
ORQA is the first of the next-generation of quality assurance
tools. Developed using industry best-practices, ORQA
integrates automation and data management to revolutionise
the testing process. ORQA fundamentally changes the way
you interact with your data, introducing a flexibility and
usability that has never been seen in testing tools. Integrating
ORQA into your workflow means that complex data extraction
becomes simple, automated testing becomes transparent
and reconciliation becomes clean.

ORQA can automate software GUIs, interface with APIs and
connect to data endpoints of almost any nature. The result of
which is the automation of the entire environment, meaning
reliable and automated data extraction and input to and from
third party sources.

Quick, easy and for everyone
ORQA’s easy-to-use, drag-and-drop interface means that you
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can create tests which are both advanced and human readable.
Furthermore, development time is a fraction of what would
otherwise be required. ORQA supports record and playback of
many applications, allowing tests, or components of tests, to
be created quickly, easily and by anyone.
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ORQA is used today at world-leading financial institutions and
has proven to be a reliable, cost-effective and time-saving tool.
ORQA is replacing time-consuming, custom-built scripts as
the go-to method for extracting complex and messy data from
various legacy systems, scrubbing it clean and organising its
dissemination throughout the enterprise, whether on a one-off
basis or as a frequent, regular business-as-usual task.
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HIGHLIGHTED FEATURES
Reconciliation
ORQA allows you to quickly and easily build reconciliations. Data transformation features mean
that comparing data across formats is easy. GUI automation and API interfacing allows you to
extract and reconcile data from almost any source. Templates mean that non-technical users
are able to build reconciliations in seconds and features such as mismatch tolerance mean that
reconciliations can be personalised to suit even the most stringent requirements.

Test automation
Advanced, out-of-the-box automation building blocks mean setting up automated tests is faster
and easier than ever before. A clear and intuitive design means vendor GUI changes caused by
upgrades and updates can be responded to quickly and easily – even users unfamiliar with ORQA
can see the test plan, where errors are occurring and how to fix them. This means less reliance on
old incomprehensible code and a faster, more reliable system for upgrades and updates.

Faster execution
ORQA’s unique pipelining ability means that it can produce results many times faster than
completers. ORQA supports grid and parallel execution of tasks.

Data migration
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ORQA offers a complete migration package. Using ORQA extraction is easy – you can connect to
almost any data source and even automate applications for complex data extraction. Information
can be automatically transformed into the correct format. Using advanced options for exception
handling, ORQA can handle any type of data. Data can be loaded via API or GUI using ORQA
in only a fraction of the time required to complete it manually and without the risk of human
error. Finally, ORQA’s advanced automation and reconciliation features can be used to test your
migration was successful and error-free.
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Limitless connectivity
ORQA’s flexibility means that it can automate nearly any application format you want, styled how
you want. ORQA popular connections include: Jenkins integration, HPQC connectivity, MS Office
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Integration (create macros, pivot tables, etc), Cassandra, and many more...
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW
Why use ORQA?
Extendable and
personalisable
Extensions can be added
for customisable use

Flexible
ORQA can be used in
an unlimited range of
environments

User friendly
ORQA can be used
without writing code
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Scalable
ORQA can handle the
largest of reconciliations

Data driven
ORQA can extract,
transform and load data
from virtually every
application

API and GUI automation
ORQA can interact with
software in a variety of
different ways
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What does ORQA do?
Due to its flexible nature it can be adapted to complete a huge range
of repetitive tasks, including the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Quality assurance
System integration
Data migration
Reconciliation
Data transformation
Visual reporting
Data cleansing
Historisation

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Grid execution
JU nit exporting
Jenkins integration
HP QC connectivity
Report building
Excel exporting
Behaviour-driven
development

What makes ORQA special?
Previous automation tools have been limited in ability or have
required extensive use of coding. Both methods are complex,
resulting in time-consuming and costly projects. ORQA introduces
an easy to use drag-and-drop interface, without an associated
reduction in capacity. This means even the most complex tasks can
be automated by non-technical or inexperienced users. ORQA retains
an integrated, powerful Java-based scripting language offering full
flexibility for technical users.

What level of skill is needed?
There are multiple ways to complete tasks in ORQA , with a range of
methods for different user capabilities. For example, a reconciliation
can be completed using a reconciliation wizard, which prompts
for the necessary data entry and completes the reconciliation as
requested with no scripts and no ‘technical jargon’. You can also
drag-and-drop specific components to create the operation yourself
and write scripts to run and interact with ORQA . Users at every level
can use ORQA without compromising efficiency or flexibility.

